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mortal flaws, fatal sins
by the_flame_and_hawks_eye

Summary

An unfortunate encounter with one of the monsters he has been trained to hunt and destroy
leaves Roy Mustang cursed. Faltering through life with unclear intentions, uncertain if he
wants to cure his curse or fall victim to another slayer, his wallowing is abruptly interrupted
when he discovers that his former teacher's daughter, long thought dead, is indeed alive. But
like him, she too has fallen victim to a terrible curse.

Realizing that their days have become numbered, they must work quickly together to reverse
their curses before they fall victim to them forever.

Notes

A/N: I realize that I have some unfinished works here, but it's been a rough year (or two) and
sometimes you just need something to get your mind off of things, and that is precisely what
this story is to me. My motivation to write has been iffy this last year, but for the first time in
a while, I've actually had the motivation and ambition to write things down for this AU, and
have started to post it on Tumblr.

I decided to cross-post here as well since I'm working on, and nearly finished with, the fourth
chapter. I'll post the first one today, and then slowly add the others until I post the fourth, and
then go from there. I hope anyone who reads enjoys this little fantasy AU that I've created!

http://archiveofourown.org/users/the_flame_and_hawks_eye/pseuds/the_flame_and_hawks_eye


Chapter 1

This time last year, things had played out very differently. Though the atmosphere around
him was the same, the circumstances that have shaped Roy’s life and pivoted it to this very
moment were not.

His eyes remain closed as he takes another sip of the stale ale that had been poured for him
nearly an hour’s time ago, allowing the holiday ensemble’s music to fill the gaps in his
unimpressive, nearly one-sided conversation. There wasn’t a point in enjoying it anymore,
now that he can no longer embrace the numbness it brings. Though, he decides as he lowers
the glass from his lips, he will gladly welcome the familiar warmth it brings as it cascades
down the back of his throat.

“Well?”

He opens his eyes and lazily sets them on Maes Hughes, who is a little too eager for Roy’s
taste this evening… both figuratively and literally.

“Nothing,” he replies, much to Maes’ disappointment.

His friend turns his gaze away for a moment and takes a swig of his ale, and then shakes his
head. “You’re right,” he says as he sets his mug down. “Definitely not as strong as they say it
is.” Despite that, he takes another quick sip.

“Really?” Roy gestures toward his friend’s rosy cheeks. “Because your face says otherwise.”

Maes scoffs and sets the stein back on the counter. A few moments of music bridge the gap
their awkward exchange brings.

Roy’s eyes fall closed again. Since the incident, their relationship has been… different.
Though he puts on a brave face and acts as goofy and unconcerned as before, Maes is still
just as transparent as he had always been. His facial expressions and mannerisms are on par,
but no matter what, he can’t hide the raw, primitive instincts his body is designed for. He
can’t stop his heart from pounding against his ribs, nor prevent the steady stream of sweat
that pours from his pores every prolonged moment he is in Roy’s presence. It’s human nature,
and no matter what, he can’t stop what he was naturally designed to react to.

And that’s okay. Roy just… wishes that he would let go of the charade for a moment to admit
that, rather than try to get him drunk when it’s no longer physically possible simply to bring
back a sense of normalcy between them, he would just admit that he’s afraid.

He thinks about disrupting their already drawn out lull when the distant trill of the town’s bell
reaches his ears. Roy waits a few moments before responding to it to curb his already
heightened senses. Only when the people around them begin to shift and grow uneasy does
he respond by lifting his head. The distant cry of, “wolf… wolf!” forces Maes’ heart into
overdrive.



“But it isn’t a full moon,” Maes mutters under his breath.

“It doesn’t have to be,” Roy reminds him as the pub’s patrons begin to pour out into the
streets. He stands, intending to follow. “If it’s a true lycan, that is.” 

Maes’ hand encircles his wrist and holds him in place. Roy turns his stare toward him. Maes
swallows and his heart again begins to pound. Roy’s glare softens and he loosens his stance.

“You don’t have to go out there, you know.”

Roy sighs. “I know. But the longer I wait, the more difficult it’s going to be to allow me to
return to normal.”

The feet of Maes’ stool scratch against the floor as he stands and releases his hold on Roy’s
wrist. His stare is desperate, his eyes pleading for him to reconsider.

Roy sighs and shoves his hands into the pockets of his waistcoat. “Come on, let’s go.”

It takes a few minutes longer than intended, squeezing between the ever-growing frantic
crowd that has begun to form in the street, before the two of them find themselves between a
streetlamp a few blocks from the pub.

Now alone, Maes begins debate again. “You don’t have to go, Roy. You know what’ll happen
if they figure it out.”

Images of the numerous hunts, quarterings, and burnings Roy has driven, and sometimes
even led, flash through his mind, and for a moment he considers his friend’s plea. But then
the thought of sinking deeper into this wretched curse prompts Roy to dismiss his friend’s
regard for his life. Regardless, whether he stays and allows it to continue to consume him, or
goes and is found out, the end result is the same - dying as a monster not too dissimilar to the
one the townsfolk are mewling about at this very moment. He turns on his heels and begins to
stalk toward the forest.

“Roy,” Maes pleads again as he reaches out and clutches his shoulder. “Please, listen to me.
You’ve been different ever since you came back - more reckless. It’s like you’re trying to
throw your life away now. For all you know, she could still be out there. If you throw your
life away, you’ll-”

He shoves Maes’ hand off his shoulder. What would he know about throwing his life away?
He hasn’t been subjected to this eternal damnation; forced to walk the earth always starved,
never able to satiate a neverending lust for blood. Right now, Roy has two options: Stay and
allow it to consume him, or go and let this task be the deciding factor. If he takes its heart, he
could end this eternal nightmare, and finally find peace. Granted, as long as most of his soul
has remained intact.

He stops after a few paces and Maes does too. “Actually,” he murmurs over the steadily rapid
pound of his friend’s heart in his ears, “I think we’ve both changed, Maes.



“Tell me,” Roy continues, as he glances over his shoulder. “Did your heart ever beat for me
the way it does now before I changed?” As the color drains from Maes’ face, he continues,
unrelenting. “I had always prided myself in discerning friend and foe’s inner feelings, but
ever since I became ‘this,’ I discovered how wrong I had been.

“I can smell fear, and ever since I’ve returned as I am, it’s the only stench that rolls off of
you.”

Maes blanches. “Roy, you know that I-”

Roy turns away. “There’s no denying instinct, Maes. The longer you continue with this
denial, the harder it will be to accept what you already know deep down.”

“Denial,” Maes sputters angrily. “Denial, Roy?” His hands clench into fists against his side
and the fear that Roy has grown accustomed to rapidly devolves into rage. “I might be
denying what you’ve become because I’m not ready to give up, but you’ve done everything
except deny and question what’s happened.

“You might have accepted this fate, Roy Mustang, but your acceptance is nothing more than
blind complacency. You’ve refused to question this because you don’t think your fate will
change.”

“You don’t know that,” Roy shoots back. “By hunting it down, I could reverse this. I could
change my fate-”

Maes gestures at  him. “With only a silver knife?! If you actually cared to, Roy, your
crossbow would be at your side. You’re setting yourself up to die.”

“And if I do,” Roy snaps, “Then what of it? The world would be rid of another monster, and
your wife and daughter could once again sleep soundly.”

Maes takes a step toward him. “You know that’s not what I meant. You’re twisting my
words-”

“And you’re distorting my intent,” Roy fires back. “You weren’t there that day. You didn’t
see the devastation it left in its wake. The blood that beast coated the walls with. Or at least…
what was left of those walls. Everything I’ve known, Maes, was gone, in an instant.”

“… Everything?”

Roy’s hand curls into a fist. “You know what I meant. The life I had known as a hunter-”

“But not the life you had created here, right? The life you’ve created with us?”

He presses his lips together and turns away. “Go back home to Gracia and Elicia, Hughes.
They’re the one constant you can rely on-”

“But they don’t only have to be,” Maes pleads as he reaches toward him. “Please, Roy. We
can fight this together. We can fix this…”



The offer, though tempting in its most basic premise, will ultimately fail. Every day the desire
for blood becomes stronger, and he fears -no, knows- that it will only be a matter of time
before he can no longer contain it. It will be better for him, for all of them, if he lays to rest
this abominable curse once and for all. And if that means he dies, then so be it. 

“I’m sorry,” he mutters. “But you need to let me go.”

Before Maes can form a rebuttal, Roy has already plunged into the brush.

——————————————————————

With every step away from the village he takes, the less heavy the conflict weighs on what
remains of Roy’s soul, and the more determined he becomes. Soon, he promises himself. 

Soon, there will be a resolution to this endless nightmare. 

The scent of blood is what draws him to it, long before the villagers before him who rely only
on their memories and ‘intuition.’ It helps having mapped out where their traps were laid,
though in retrospect, and nearly never as effective as tracking. 

The years Roy had spent as a hunter equipped him with the skill and wherewithal to
successfully track each and every creature that blights man. Ghouls, messy and tactless -
they’re the easiest to track down. Vampires, easily the most difficult to trace. Their conscious
effort in concealing themselves had proved challenging to Roy in ways that he hadn’t
imagined… until he became one. 

Werewolves settled somewhat comfortably in the middle. Elusive when they needed to be,
yes; but the care they exercise when human is grossly distorted when they change. Though
they retain their human-level intellect, Roy has found that few of their human memories
transcend the boundaries of their metamorphosis, and that is ultimately their downfall.
Without consistent, rational thought, their elusiveness falls to pieces, and they very much
behave like the beasts their legacies paint them as.

The stench of blood becomes stronger and Roy slows to a slow canter, taking care in
avoiding unnecessary twig snaps and rustling of the leaves underfoot. Though the
overwhelming scent suggests to him that it’s stationary and capacitances, he cannot discern
whether it’s immobilized. 

Carefully, Roy steps into a clearing bathed in the half moon’s light, and finds the mess of
blood and grey and tan fur that lays in its center.

The wolf senses his presence and recoils, curling itself into a ball beneath the rope and steel
contraption that encircles it. He stops short of it to survey its precarious position -
apprehended by a mass of steely spikes and snares, the trap envisioned by the village trappers
had not been kind to it. Though the half moon’s light was not nearly that of its full
counterpart, he can still make out the pool of blood, growing with every second, left by its
blunder. 



“Legend has it,” he murmurs, “That the heart of a werewolf will cure the blight set upon a
vampire.” He carefully draws the silver blade that has been situated against his hip, and
carefully curls his fingers around its hilt. “That its properties will heal even the most
unfortunate of curses.” He steps toward it and it bares its teeth. “Think of this as equivalent
exchange,” he contends. “Both cursed as monsters, only to help the other rise from the ashes
to reclaim their humanity.”

With this, they will both finally rest. 

With this, he will finally find peace.

His fingers curl around the blade’s hilt and for a moment, he swears he can feel the rush of
adrenaline that this practice brings about.

Its lips curl as its yellow eyes steadily drift toward the knife.

He stops short of it, in the event that its shackles loosen, and gradually he lowers himself to
its level. Carefully, he scopes out the precarious position it has been left in, bound and
tangled by rope and sharp steel - designed to maim, but not kill. A trap designed to even fool
the most clever of wolves. As his eyes drift, so does his curiosity. The moon above is very
much halved, and yet a wolf is present before him - one of human conception. Its sharp ears
and longer digits give its origin away. 

Lycans are a rare breed, one that is dying out, but all the while, cursed just as unfortunately as
he. The child of any and every moon, their transformations are all the more dangerous -
becoming more unstable and unpredictable than the last, as they falter between human and
beast without the moon’s guidance. It’s a favor, he contents with himself as he drags the
silver blade against his palm. A kill dripping with mercy. To leave it in the state it’s in would
be cruel. Because if he doesn’t kill it, the villagers that are mere steps behind him will surely
string it up until its final breath, and parade its corpse around the town’s square like a trophy.

At least, that’s what he always rationalized with himself before striking, as his master taught
him…

The thought of his master forces him to stop short.

Leaning back on his heels, Roy turns his face up toward the hole in the tree canopy above
him. If he could see him now, would he be proud? Or, most importantly, would his daughter? 

Thinking about Riza at a time like this seems uncanny to him, and yet, despite this, her visage
fills his mind and brings about a sense of peace. Would she approve of him, her father’s
legacy, despite her disdain for it before? Would she approve of this… ‘thing’ he has become?

His grip on the blade’s hilt tightens. Moments before he rids the world of yet another
monster…. Moments before he could regain his humanity, he thinks about…. This? Is it… 

The misplaced scent of lavender wafts past his nose and the collectiveness he has worked to
build falters. Why does it suddenly smell like her?



The wolf senses his uncertainty and shifts, prompting him to shift his gaze toward it again,
after he had momentarily forgotten its presence. And, had his heart not stopped before this, it
almost certainly would have at this moment.

Eyes he had dismissed as devoid of anything remotely human suddenly draw his attention to
them, enveloping him in an odd sense of familiarity. He doesn’t dismiss the fact that
lycantropes retain their human-level intelligence but for once… he finds himself conflicted.
The humanity that seeps from its golden eyes force him to pause.

He knuckles the knife, trying to call forth the wisdom Master Hawkeye had endowed on him,
but despite that, she overtakes his mind.

—–----------------------------------------------------------

“Try aiming a little lower. You’ll hit your mark more often.”

Roy raises a brow and glances over his shoulder toward Riza. She sits perched in the same
tree’s crevice she always does, a book balanced carefully on her knees. Though her eyes are
cast down toward the book, every ounce of her concentration is on him.

The corner of his lip twitches. “Care to show me?”

She pauses for a moment, her eyes still on the book. But despite that, her body language says
otherwise. Her hands have refused to still, running along the edges of the book impatiently.
The familiar feel of a crossbow cradled in them is a powerful motivator.

He lowers the weapon and disarms it before holding it toward her, dangling it playfully.

The bait is a success, and with a sigh she slides off the tree and discards her book on the
ground. Her fingers run along the flight groove before sliding around the weapon to take hold
of the stock and foregrip. “Like this. She takes the arrow that had been mounted moments
before and loads it.

Where it takes Roy moments to contemplate, aim, and shoot, Riza doesn’t. Before he can even
focus on her target, she lets the arrow fly, striking the handpainted target that stands meters
away. 

A perfect bull’s eye.

Turning to him, she offers the weapon back, which he slowly takes. The ghost of a smile
crosses her face and she lifts a brow. “Catch that?”

He swallows as his cheeks begin to burn. “I think so.”

She folds her arms and watches as he reloads another arrow and poises. “Lower your
elbows,” she offers, and he reflects her suggestion. “Straighten your back.”

He does as she says.



She reaches out and slowly pushes the bow so that it hovers parallel to the ground. “Now,”
she continues softly. “Look for that window, and hold your breath when you shoot.”

He sucks in a breath and plants his feet firmly against the ground, mirroring everything she
has offered to him. He releases the breath, inhales, and steadies himself as he stares down
through the risers. “Why don’t you practice this more often? Your father mentioned that he
began training you.”

He catches her flinch out of the corner of his eye and she remains quiet for a few moments
before the tension in her shoulders releases and she mutters, “Just shoot.”

He abides, and the arrow sinks into the tree adjacent to the target. As he lowers it, she strides
to the tree and pulls the arrow from it. But rather than return, she instead stands firmly in
place, staring down as she balances it in her palms.

Carefully, Roy walks to meet her and she shakes her head, and he stops in his tracks.

“He’s made you numb, Roy,” she whispers, dragging her fingers over the grooves and
gouges etched into the arrow’s body. “And he nearly did the same to me.”

He opens his mouth and attempts to reform a rebuttal, but stops when one fails to manifest.

She looks into his eyes, her glare unyielding. “Because they’re still human.”

—————————-

They’re still human…

The hand free of his blade reaches up to cover his mouth and he stumbles back, as thought
something had delivered him a devastating blow. 

The wolf exhales and rests its head against the ground, its eyes sinking closed as it seems to
accept its fate.

He drops to his knees. “You’re human…” Staring down at the blade in his hand, he finds
himself overcome by a new sensation. One inexplicably, irrationally against everything his
master had instilled in him…

Has he really become… numb?

Dragging his fingers through and fisting it in his hands, he stares down at the creature he had,
until this moment, fully intended to kill. Now, it pays him no heed; its chest slowly rising and
falling with every breath. Its eyes are open now, focused on the earth beneath it, as though it
reflects on its existence. Its purpose. 

Just like him. 

Without another thought, he grips the rope that has entangled it and thrusts the blade’s edge
against it, severing it. Again. And again.



And again.

With every stroke, the rope’s hold on it loosens. And the weight on Roy’s soul loosens too.

The final stroke releases the last shred of guilt, but undoubtedly also releases it. Despite his
heightened strength and senses, even he cannot react nearly as quickly as he believes. The
force of its body crashes against him and in a matter of moments, he is pinned against a tree
and its teeth are at his throat. His fingers grapple for the knife that had been planted against
his palm moments before, only to find that it’s no longer there. A quick glance confirms his
suspicion - that it has slid outside of his grasp, abandoned beneath a bush well outside of his
reach. His mind races with possibilities, from clenching its throat until its neck snaps to
thrusting it off of him, only to realize that in every scenario, he is at the disadvantage without
silver to establish his dominance.

Rather than dwell on its unfortunate disposition, he turns his gaze toward the wolf.
Seemingly realizing that it had the advantage, its lips curl into what Roy could only interpret
as a grin.

“You’ve got me,” he utters against the breath that beats down against his neck. “So why don’t
you end it? We’re enemies, aren’t we?”

A growl ripples through its throat, reverberating through his neck and chest, and its teeth
tighten against him. His eyes defensibly close and he braces himself for the darkness he has
come to expect. Somehow, though he had envisioned a fate designed in a similar fashion -
one in which he is bested by one of the things he thought he was destined to hunt and
eliminate. How fitting, being expunged as one of similar regard.

But after what seems like an eternity, the pressure unexpectedly releases. By the time his eyes
open, the wolf is gone, leaving in its wake a trail of blood.



Chapter 2

Riza always found the winter months to be the most grueling to endure. Longer nights and
shorter days means less time to gather food, less sunlight for travel and, of course, more
opportunities for the creatures her father hunts to make themselves known. 

Though, she supposes, lighting another candle, it also means less time she has to spend in
their shared home. 

As she sets the candle on the windowsill, she looks out into the darkness. Without the full
moon’s light, the path leading from their door to the edge of the garden, now covered by a
fresh layer of snow, would barely be visible. But tonight, luckily, she can make out its ill-
defined margins. Though she firmly believes in the humanity her father’s monsters have a
right to, she still finds herself bearing a healthy abundance of caution keeping her senses
sharp, especially when alone. After noting the lack of tracks in it, she grabs another candle to
light.

If she recalls, tonight is not too dissimilar from the one where she last recounts seeing her
father’s most recent apprentice…

No. She shakes her head to rid herself of the recollection, because it isn’t worth it, even if the
mere thought of him drives her heart into a fit of beats. He had been just like the rest - an
excuse to leave when his knowledge was near complete - just enough to pass as a slayer. Now
was the time to wash themselves of those who sought her father’s craft for personal gain.

She looks up and catches her reflection in the window, and shakes her head again in
dismissal. What would her younger self have thought of this? Pining after the company of a
boy from the city with ambitions far too large for his sake? She sighs, and nearly turns away
when something catches her eye - a dark shape lumbering across the garden, jerking in an
inconsistent, haphazard fashion. Her heart skips a beat, but immediately resets itself when
she recognizes the unkempt mess of dirty blond beneath the hood. Riza takes a deep breath
and abandons her post to open the door and allow her father to spill into the room.

However, rather than the usual exhaustion the end of his hunts bring, he instead brings with
him a sensation of urgency. Huffing and heaving, he claws his hands up her skirt, and grasps
vehemently to her waist, yanking her down to his level.

“The silver,” he snaps. “Bring it here! Now!”

“Father, what-” As the moves to peel him off of her, she realizes that his hands have begun to
change, his digits widened and his nails dark and elongating. She stumbles back and nearly
topples over his abandoned knapsack , horrified, and covers her mouth with her hand as he
crumbles to the ground and lets out a wretched cry. For the majority of her life, she had been
taught - no, expected- to follow his lead and every word he uttered. But now that she is
confronted with the inexorable consequences of his actions, she finds herself pausing.



“You fool,” he snarls, digging his claws into his temples. “Don’t hesitate. I am- no different-
than your mother! Ahh!-”

She trips back as he lurches toward her on his hands and knees, and nearly misses the bag’s
strap. Pulling it open, she digs into it and grabs the stock. Despite having loaded and
reloaded a crossbow what seems like thousands of times, Riza finds that her muscle memory
has abandoned her. Fumbling like a child, she tries fruitlessly to load it as her father’s
shrieks of pain drown out every rational thought in her mind. Then, something catches and
the arrow slides effortlessly into place. Without another moment’s hesitation, she turns the
weapon on her father and every ounce of composure she has amassed vanishes as she finds
herself staring into the eyes of a wolf.

Time freezes.

Tears well in the corners of Riza’s eyes, but she dares not blink. Any movement, even a muscle
fiber, will almost surely result in her demise. The creature, looking like a mass of black fur
against the candle’s light that had once been her father seems to understand this and
crouches, every muscle in its body is coiled and set.

She cannot think about what he uttered, prompting her to remember how her mother first met
the same fate with this very bow, just for her father to follow. She cannot allow herself to
think of him as human right now, just as he had forgotten when he stared down that very
weapon’s sights at her own mother -his wife’s- chest.

She cannot… She won’t.

They move synchronously - it bounds forward as her finger finds and pulls back on the
weapon’s release. A deafening ‘thud’ confirms that it finds its target but, much to her horror,
the arrow’s mark does not immediately finish the job. She braces the bow against her breast
as hundreds of pounds of muscle slam into her chest and fangs the length of knives sink into
her shoulder. 

The back of her skull connects with the wall and her world goes dark.

—————————

Waking is never easy, as though there’s a lull between thoughtlessness and conscious
perception. Much like waking after a night of indulging in the bottle, Riza’s head is always
heavy and foggy. Try as she might, she can never recollect what happens the preceding night,
aside from the throbbing pain that seems to lessen after every incident.

She eases into a sitting position, pulls her legs against her chest, and lowers her head to ride
through the inevitable wave of nausea every waking brings with it. It’s especially nauseating
this instance, being reminded again of that night… Of him. Sucking in a breath as her head
continues to spin, Riza’s chest expands and she holds it for a few moments-

“How are you feeling?”



She jerks her head up and finds herself face-to-face with Alphonse. The little red orbs that
portray his eyes squint amicably and he lifts his hands in apology. “I’m sorry,” he quips, “I
didn’t mean to startle you.”

She pushes the breath through her teeth and slowly shakes her head, at least somewhat
relieved that the initial biliousness has begun to pass - though she knows there will be more
to follow. Riza shakes her head. “No, it’s okay, Alphonse. I should be apologizing to you.”

Metal rattles against metal as he tilts his head to the side, though she knows that it’s all for
show. “You don’t need to apologize for anything,” he says, as per routine. He reaches back
and sheepishly rubs the back of his helmet. “I just wanted to make sure you were okay.”

She looks away from him as she tries to formulate the most straightforward, but polite, way
to cautiously proceed. “Alphonse,” she murmurs. “How long… how long was I gone?”

“Ah, well-”

“Two days…”

Alphonse stiffens and she looks beyond him to see Edward sitting crosslegged in the corner.
He doesn’t immediately look up at her, rubbing his gloved hands together. Though he hides it
better than his brother, despite Alphonse’s lack of… humanity, he cannot completely evade
her sensibility. He’ll try to spin it in a positive or neutral light in an effort to reassure her, just
as he always does. But it ultimately is in vain. He cannot continue to deny that every episode
is growing closer to the other while concurrently becoming longer. 

Two days has been the longest yet, only having been spaced by approximately three week’s
time.

“Two days,” she echoes as she folds her hands in her lap and stares down at them. She wants
to feel horrified by the jagged, darkened nails on the tips of her fingers that have failed to
recede, but she can’t even muster the disgust to. She’s already felt the scrape of her lips
against fangs that have endured her most recent changes, and knows that the deep gold that
has invaded her once-brown irises has remained.

With every transfiguration, a little less of her returns to normal, solidifying what they fear
will eventually -likely- happen; complete and total irreversibility. 

“The time between each of those shifts is getting shorter,” Edward continues, not opposed to
say she’s too afraid to confirm out loud. 

A pang of agitation in her chest, she takes a deep breath and says, “I know,” happy to find at
least that it doesn’t come out as bitterly as she feared it would. 

Edward shakes his head. “I didn’t say that for you. I said it for us,” he gestures to Alphonse.
“It just means that we have to work faster.”

She opens her mouth to voice a rebuttal, but Alphonse interrupts her by flexing his arms. “I
haven’t been stiff in a long time, Miss Riza. And same with Brother. We have plenty of



resources and time to spare before we need to get our bodies back to normal.”

The corner of her lip twitches and she gives him a look of gratitude, though slowly looks
around him to see Edward stealthily clench and unclench his metal hand. 

Their dedication and will to help is admirable, but she struggles to accept it when they have
damnation of their own to deal with…

“I’m home!”

A door slams shut and the sound of boots against the stone floor draws their attention to
Winry as she steps through the curtain separating the common living quarters from the room.
“Ah,” she gasps. “Miss Riza, you’re back!”

Riza feels her cheeks flush as a rush of what she can only describe as shame washes over her.
Seemingly not noticing, or not caring, Winry struts across the room and plops down on the
edge of the bed. Riza looks down when Winry takes one of her arms and begins examining
one of the still-healing lacerations on her forearm. Out of the corner of her eye, she notices
that the claws she had woken up with had receded, her nails once again transparent and
short. 

After a slight pause, Winry exclaims, “I’ve got just the thing for this,” and immediately
begins to rummage through the bag slung over her shoulder. 

Riza watches her closely. Of the three, Winry always seemed to be the one who falters most
easily. But as of late, a sense of urgency has overcome her, as though she has cast aside
emotion for work, and subsequently, her expressions are more difficult to read. If it weren’t
for the fact that her heart is pounding wildly in her chest, or the fact that she immediately
dove into the task at hand, ‘ignoring’ the fact that Riza had vanished for two days, she almost
would have had her fooled. 

Her eyes drift back toward Edward and Alphonse before settling on Winry again as she
begins to talk. But Riza doesn’t hear any of it. 

All she can think is how long they plan on trying to help a cause that is already lost?

And trying, but ultimately failing, not to think about the repercussions if they do not stop. 

——————

Like a dog with its tail between his legs, Roy can’t help but feel like a fool as he finds
himself on Maes’ doorstep again, with nowhere else to go. Apologies, of course, are well in
order, but coming back from everything be said would be… difficult. He wouldn’t put it past
him to completely throw him out or turn him away entirely. It’s well within his right…

As he raises his fist to knock, a familiar scent, and the concomitant chill it brings, stops him
from following through. 

“Hello, Mustang,” Kimblee grins as Roy turns to face him. “Just the person I was looking for.
I guess if you speak fondly of the devil, he shall appear.”



Roy’s eyes narrow. “What is it you want exactly?”

Kimblee clicks his tongue and shakes his head. “Right to the thick of things, eh? Well, I was
just coming to see if you had participated in the hunt last night? I hadn’t seen you and, with
you being one of the most productive hunters, I was concerned for your well-being.”

“I… had ventured out,” Roy says cautiously as the door behind him opens and he glances
over his shoulder to find Maes eyeing the two of them curiously. “And came upon the trap
you set, but the beast was gone long before I had arrived.”

“Really?” Kimblee scratches his chin thoughtfully for a few moments before he shrugs and
pulls out a piece of rope from his jacket pocket. “I guess I was mistaken then. Because to me,
it looks like the rope was severed by something sharper than a wolf’s teeth. I figured it had
some assistance.”

Roy takes the rope and dangles it between them. After a few moments, he lowers it into
Kimblee’s outstretched palm and shakes his head. “I agree, though after tangling with a few
of them, you nearly forget that the dexterity in their front paws is nearly humanoid. The range
of motion in their wrists is almost human-like.

“Though I don’t know why you’re seeking my input in whether it had garnered aid.”

Kimblee shrugs. “You never know these days. Seems there are a lot more out there who are
hiding something that aligns them with the enemy. Though you’re right; a hunter with a track
record like yours would be lower on my list. But, checks and balances and what have you -
we all have to be diligent.”

“Always,” Roy agrees. 

The other hunter looks down at the rope Roy had placed into his palm and chews at his lip a
bit but, after failing to come up with any other munition, he shrugs and drops the rope at
Roy’s feet and turns away from him. With a wave of his hand, he says, “We’ll just have to
make sure this doesn’t happen again then, won’t we? Or find the rat - whichever comes first.”

“I suppose so.”

Kimblee scoffs and folds his arms. “I could have lost a lot of good men to this failure.  Such
carelessness might mean the difference between life and death.”

“I’ll mind that should the occasion arise.” Kimblee’s eyes narrow but he pays his distaste for
him no heed. “But like I said, I don’t know much about the hunt last night, aside from what I
found, so I think it’s best that you search elsewhere for your supposed rat.”

The former’s lip twitches and his eyes flicker up and down, studying Roy, looking for
something to chastise or follow after. But Roy, now standing on either side of the line that
separates slayers from their prey, has carefully crafted a manifestation and persona to
masquerade with during the day that rivals his former appearance. There is nothing Kimblee
can discover that would unveil him… not now. “Goodbye, Kimblee,” he adds, dismissing
him entirely.



Seemingly giving into that, frustratedly, Kimblee turns away and dismisses him with a wave.
“Very well. I’ll search for answers elsewhere. If I have any questions, though, and I’m sure I
will, I’ll come find you,, so don’t stray too far.” He paces a few steps forward and glances
over his shoulder when Roy doesn’t, and won’t answer and, realizing that he wouldn’t get a
rise out of him like he had hoped, turns away and continues on.

Roy watches adamantly until Kimblee is well out of his sight before he leans against the
doorframe and groans, pushing his fingers through his hair.

“Well,” he hears Maes say behind him. “That was reckless.”

“What?” He glances over his shoulder toward his best friend.

“That,” Maes gestures to the remains of the rope on the ground. “Why’d you let it go?”

“Why do you assume it was me?”

“I’ve known you for nearly 20 years, Roy Mustang, and you’re one of the worst liars I
know.”

Roy arches a brow. “Says the guy who once attempted to lie his way out of a friendly duel by
claiming that his blade was at the shop being sharpened while it hung upon his hip.”

Maes’ lips screw into a frown and he folds his arms across his chest. “You know damn well I
wasn’t going to win. Self-preservation is a right. Something you seem to be failing at.”

“And why’s that?”

Maes flicks his wrist. “Simultaneously trying to turn your best friend against you and calling
the attention of the town’s huntsman to yourself. Sounds like a pretty piss-poor job if I do say
so myself.” A ghost of a smile flickers across his friend’s face, and Roy can’t help but feel
relieved.

“Though you didn’t answer my question, Roy-boy. Why’d you let it go? I thought this would
have given you the means to end… this,” he gestures to Roy.

Roy pushes his hand through his hair and turns his eyes back to the meadow, making sure
that Kimblee hadn’t somehow slithered back. “I had a bit of a setback, Maes.”

“A ‘setback?’”

“Remember when you told me that I had given up too soon?” The nervous energy irradiates
Maes and he eagerly shuffles forward. “I… ran into it, or rather, met it.” He shifts nervously.
“I had every intention of killing it, citing what I believed could potentially be a cure for me as
the reason. Well, that and ending its suffering.

“But then… I looked into its eyes, and something changed. Maybe it was some sort of curse
or spell, but I couldn’t help but remember someone once telling me that they’re still human…
and I remembered that I could be too.”



A few moments of silence pass between them before Maes breaks it. “So… you realized
exactly what I had told you then? That you had given up on your humanity too soon?
Basically remembering everything I told you and more?”

“Yeah, yeah,” Roy groans, rubbing the bridge of his nose. “You were right… though this still
doesn’t change ‘that,’” he points at Maes’ chest. 

Maes gasps and animatedly clutches at his breast. “Well I’m sorry that I can’t just turn off my
body’s natural fear of vampires, Roy.”

He rolls his eyes. “We’ll work on it when I get back.”

Maes nods in approval but, after a beat passes, blanches. “Wait? What do you mean ‘when
you get back’?”

“It had the opportunity to kill me but it didn’t. There’s something different about it, Maes,
and I have to find out what it is. “

“Hold on,” Maes shakes his head and steps into Roy’s path. “So let me get this straight…
You want to go and try to find a werewolf that almost killed you?” He makes sure to
enunciate every word and,  when Roy doesn’t answer, he throws his hands up. “Are you out
of your mind?!”

“Possibly,” he replies. “But I have to know. Maybe we’re in the same boat, because I can’t
imagine it’s pleasant or welcome to shift at such an odd time. But to address your concerns,
Maes; it can’t hold that form for long. Or at least, it shouldn’t, likely meaning that it’s human
again. It takes a lot of energy to shift from human to beast, and back again, and its energy
should be depleted.

“It’s at its weakest right now so, if it does retaliate while in its human form, I’ll have the
upper hand. And if it’s as vile as they come, then I’ll do what needs to be done.”

Maes groans and places his hands on his hips, walking a few paces back toward his house.
After a few moments pass, however, he shakes his head and whirls around. “Alright well
then, if you insist on doing something like this again, I guess I’ll have to go with you.”

Roy’s brows furrow. “Maes, you don’t-“

“Nope,” he raises his hands and shakes his head. “Listen here, Roy. you might still not fully
be wrapping your head around this, but when you came to me in the state you were in and I
saw you at your weakest, I promised myself that you would never do this alone. So that
means you’re stuck with me until either I die, you die, or both of us get our happily ever-
afters.”

Roy opens his mouth to argue back but promptly shuts it. He wouldn’t expect anything less
from Maes Hughes - getting into an argument with a vampire and still not backing down,
even if teeth are bared. He scratches the back of his head, defeated. “I don’t intend on either
one of us dying right now, Maes, so I guess we’ll have to assume that we’re on our way to get
our happily ever-afters.”



“Good,” Maes claps his hands together. “That settles that. Oh,” he turns on his heels and
points at Roy, “And speaking of dying, before we go, could you please take some of the cow
blood I harvested this morning? It’s already starting to stink and Gracia’s started to notice.
Plus, I don’t want to become a potential snack like the last time, especially if you could help
it now.”

Roy sighs and drags his hands through his hair. “And does Gracia know about your asinine
plan?”

Maes waves a hand dismissively at him. “She knows we’re up to no good, Roy. I have a ‘get
out of jail’ card until Elicia is born. All it involves to seal the deal is you getting rid of the
liters of blood that are stashed in our icebox.”

Roy cocks a brow. “So you’re still sure it’s a girl?”

Maes huffs. “Positive. That’s why we’ve been referring to her by her name. And if it’s a boy,
and I already know that it isn’t, I already know who he won’t be named after.”

“Right,” Roy replies. “Fair enough; as long as Gracia approves.”

“She does.” Maes interjects as he reaches down and grabs a burlap sack that had been sitting
next to the doorframe and slings it over his shoulder. “I already told her that I was coming
after you, and luckily I didn’t have to go far to find you.”

“You…” He breathes out through his nose and shakes his head. He should have known that
he’d follow. He’ll have to remember to beat himself up later, though. “Alright then. We’ll
leave now so we don’t waste daylight.”

“Ah, ah,” Maes wags a finger as he reaches into the burlap sack and pulls out a mason jar
filled to the brim with congealed blood. “Blood meal first,” he says with a smile, “Then we
go on a dangerous werewolf hunt that may or may not end up with one or both of us dying, or
gives us our happily ever-afters.”
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